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Introduction
There are many reasons to be dissatisfied with Todd's
(2000) reply to Regan's and my recent Comment (Regan &
Colyvan 2000), not least of which is that his reply does not
advance the debate. Moreover, he has made the method
of Todd and Burgman (1998) even more unclear. I will
not dwell on the various shortcomings of Todd's replythey should be apparent to any careful reader. Instead, I
focus on the most important matter raised by Todd: the issue of the appropriate intersection and union operators
for the method and how this affects interpretation of the
results.
I should first point out that this issue is not merely a
minor, technical quibble without practical import. The
matters Regan and I (2000) raised in our earlier discussion and the point I discuss here are of the utmost importance to conservation biologists interested in using
fuzzy methods in their work. For example, if the issue
I raise in the present discussion is ignored and the
method of Todd and Burgman is employed, misclassification of species with respect to conservation status will be
likely because a crucial detail of the mathematical formalism is left unspecified. Todd claims that the details of
the fuzzy intersection and union operators used in their
method is not important because the rankings of species
under this method, no matter how the missing details are
filled out, remain the same. I will demonstrate here that this
is not true. Thus, Todd cannot guarantee that the method
will produce consistent results; the results will depend on
how the mathematical formalism is specified.

The Conjectureand the CounterExample
When discussing the various fuzzy intersections and union
operators that might be employed in a certain conservation management application, Todd and Burgman do
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not commit themselves to any particular operators. They
first discuss the standard minimum and maximum operators and then present the algebraic product and sum operators. They suggest that the latter have "some intuitive
appeal for risk assessment" (Todd & Burgman 1998:972).
In our Comment (Regan & Colyvan 2000) we assumed
that the algebraic product and sum operators were the
preferred options. Todd (2000) assures us that we were
mistaken in this assumption. We stand corrected. But instead of telling us which operators are endorsed, Todd repeats an unsubstantiated claim made in the earlier paper
that it does not matter which operators are chosen:
"Regan and Colyvan failed to acknowledge that it does
not matter which operator is used; the rank order of
fuzzy sets (largest degree of membership to smallest) remains the same" (Todd 2000:1200).
What Todd has in mind here is made clearer in some
earlier remarks on this matter (which, again, I quote so
that there can be no confusion about what is intended):
"The fuzzy subset la n 3a has the highest degree of membership under both operators [min and algebraic product] (Table 2) [of Todd & Burgman 1998]. This is a general property of the intersection and union of fuzzy sets,
in which the degree of membership under different operators varies. Regardless of the operator applied, the combination that produces the largest degree of membership is
the same across operators" (Todd & Burgman 1998:972).
The suggestion is that if some element x in the universe
of discourse fl has membership 11A(X),uBe(X), pLc(X),and
PLD(X) in four fuzzy subsets A, B, C, and D of fl, respectively, and if we rank the various intersections of these
four sets according to x's membership in them, this ranking does not depend on the t-norm intersection operator
used. (A similar result is supposed to hold for t-conorm
union operators.) That is, if for example ,AnB (x) <
lcnD(X) or ILAnB(X) = 1CnD(X), then the respective relation holds for all choices of t-norm intersection operators (and likewise for unions under the various t-conorm
union operators). Call these the t-norm and t-conorm ordering conjectures, respectively. In particular, Todd (2000)
claims that the rank order of the membership values of x
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in A n B and in C n D do not depend on whether one
uses the min-intersection operator or the algebraic-product intersection operator.
The reason we failed to acknowledge the t-norm ordering conjecture is that it is straightforwardly false. Moreover, the falsity of this conjecture is apparent from Table 2
of Todd and Burgman (1998): lb n 3a and lb n 3b are
ranked the same according to the min-intersection operator, and yet lb n 3a is ranked higher than lb n 3b according to the algebraic-product operator. Rather than
"rank order remains the same," perhaps Todd really means
the order is not reversed. But this too is false, as the following counter-example illustrates. Let A(x) = 1/2, LtB(x)=
1/14, Ic(X) = 1/15, and tD(x) = 3/4. Under the algebraicproduct operator,
tAnB(X)

= 1/2 x 1/14=
1/28 <
x 3/4 = 1/20.

(1)

CCnD(X) = 1/15

But under the min-intersection
versed:
.AanB(X) = min{1/2,1/14}
CCnD(X) = min{1/15,3/4}

operator the order is re= 1/14>
= 1/15.

(2)

Similar clear-cut counter-examples are readily produced
for the t-conorm ordering conjecture. (For example, let
RA(X) = 3/8, ILB(X) = 1/2, IXc(X) = 5/8, PxD(X)= 0, and
consider A U B and C U D under the algebraic-sum and
max-union operators.) The bottom line is that ordering
ordepends crucially on the operators employed-the
dering conjectures are false.

Discussion
It is clear that Todd must acknowledge which operators
he endorses. Just as important, he needs to justify the
choice. This obligation also serves to highlight our earlier point (Regan & Colyvan 2000) about the need to
provide an interpretation of the results. At present, Todd
has simply told us that a species is related to various sets
of species by various numbers. What do these numbers
represent? And what is the significance, if any, of an ordering based on them? This is an important issue because mathematics can give us information about the
world only if a suitable interpretation of the mathematics involved is provided.
It seems that there are only two interpretations available for the method, but neither of these is acceptable.
The first is that the numbers in columns 2 and 3 of Table
2 of Todd and Burgman (1998) are degrees of membership of some species in the sets in question. But, as we've
already pointed out (Regan & Colyvan 2000) and as Todd
explicitly acknowledges, the sets in question (Millsap categories) are sharp. They simply do not permit degrees of
membership, so this interpretation is not viable.
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The other possible interpretation of these numbers is
that they are probabilities, but this too is problematic.
This interpretation is plausible only if the algebraic product and sum operators are endorsed (because these are
the fuzzy set-theoretic analogues of probabilistic intersection and union, if dependencies are ignored ). But if
these operators are endorsed, then our earlier objection
(Regan & Colyvan 2000) stands: the whole excursion
into fuzzy set theory is unnecessary. On the other hand,
if different operators are employed, the option of interpreting the numbers as probabilities is not viable unless
the resulting algebra obeys the Kolmogorov axioms. It
is easily shown, for example, that fuzzy set theory, with
the usual minimum and maximum operators, is not such
an algebra. This also means that the results cannot be interpreted as subjective probabilities (or degrees of belief)
unless the resulting algebra satisfies the Kolmogorov axioms, because it is also well known that subjectiveprobabilities satisfy the Kolmogorov axioms (Resnik 1987). (See
Regan et al. [2000] and Colyvan [2001] for discussion of
the different sorts of uncertainty that underwrite the differences between probabilisticand fuzzy methods.)
Finally, it is important to note the differences between
the proposal of Todd and Burgman (1998) and the proposal of AkSakayaet al. (2000) because there is the potential for confusion. Akqakaya et al. (2000) use fuzzy
numbers and intervals to bound the uncertainty about
parameters, rather than specifying the probability that
a species is an element of a particular set, as Todd and
Burgman do. Akqakaya et al. also recognize the importance of interpreting the mathematics used and provide
the details of the algebra.
Until Todd addresses the issues we have raised here and
earlier (Regan & Colyvan 2000), a serious question hangs
over the method. Indeed, without a recommendation for
the appropriateoperators and without an interpretationof
the results, it is somewhat misleading to call it a "method"
at all. In conclusion, I agree with Todd that the issue of
whether probabilities can be used as fuzzy-membership
functions is a point of contention. It should be clear to all,
however, that this is not the only point of contention.
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